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Message from the CEO
Welcome everyone to our 9th Issue of iPi Insider, covering 

events and happenings around 

the iPi Group during the First 

Quarter of 2012. As I write 

this I’m sitting up at Porgera, 

where it has just hit single figures 

temperature wise, and the crisp 

clean highlands environment 

envelopes our hotel, the Mountain 

Lodge, wherein some 50 or so 

Defence Force personnel are 

currently staying, in preparation for the upcoming elections. 

It is sure to be an interesting time ahead with my and the 

iPi Group’s best wishes to the candidates and a hope that 

the regulatory environment in which we all operate in 

continues to be conducive to the conduct of business and 

therefore continued progression of our corporate hand in 

the development of the nation.

During the Quarter just past I made 2 visits to the Asian 

region, as we continue to experience price escalation in 

the domestic markets associated with the ever increasing 

influence of the LnG project. Issues of securing supply lines 

at commercial rates, and ensuring continuity of supply in 

large scale operation is a business risk that many of us will 

be facing, and in the iPi Group we’ve chosen to trace back 

many of our products to original source and negotiate 

term and volume relationships with manufacturers. In this 

issue of Insider you will read of the import of a number of 

new vehicles into our Transport Fleet as we gear up and 

commission additional fleet for the LnG related works 

around hides, and renew some of the units based on the 

Porgera run to ensure we keep our average age of fleet at a 

steady 3.7 years. We have also dramatically increased our 

investment in Mt hagen with major amounts of equipping 

being installed into our depot to cater for the line haul runs 

ex hagen and into the LnG areas as well as into Porgera.

On a lighter note we witnessed during the Quarter the 

running of the 37th national Game Fishing Titles, this 

year at Rabaul. I attended as a guest of KK Kingston and 

Keith’s boat Tsunami, and though teamed up with the KK 

Kingston boss I might have expected a bit of fisherman’s 

luck, it wasn’t to be, and I was duly knocked off my perch 

by the association’s governing body President Bob O’Dea 

of course of Moore printing fame, and his angler Brian 

Quinlan; I’d been defending Rabaul for the 3rd time so 

was disappointed to have been knocked over, however 

managed to assist Keith in winning the Coca Cola sponsored 

Shootout money prize, so a small consolation! The titles as 

always were a credit to the organisers and InterOil stepped 

up their sponsorship level this year, inclusive placing many 

Continued overpage …
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Message from the CEO continued …

teams in the event with ourselves as a service supplier to 
InterOil among them, and with my Business Development 
Manager Peter Long joining Fleet Transport and Logistics 
Manager Greg Langley to be treated to a day of fine fishing 
and fine company aboard the IPL corporate boat. Following 
the titles I assisted to return Tsunami to its home port Lae, and 
along the way spent a stretch at Baia courtesy of Riccard 
Riemann and his generous hospitality. I’ve visited Baia a 
number of times now and it never fails to impress with stunning 
location and world class black bass fishing, Riccard is the 
consummate host and his facilities are second to none. Also 
in this issue Ross Stormont our Catering Quality Assurance 
Manager explains the QA process a little more and notably 
during the Quarter Ross cooked a 10 plate degustation for 
Senior Managers and Guests as a precursor to the upgrade 
of some of our site menus, a wonderful evening as you will 
note from the photos in his article.

Daryl Diehl our Fleet Maintenance Manager describes 
the process of upgrading our light vehicle fleet, and Greg 
Langley explains the latest progression in our constant push 
for enhanced Driver Training with the employment of an 
expatriate dedicated Driver Trainer, Mr David Stewart. As a 
general rule we have kept a brace of Senior Drivers on staff 
as mentors and trainers for the younger guys and backed up 
by external consultants who visit assess and draw training 
programs for us to follow. We’ve now taken this a step further 
with the employment of David and will conduct higher level 
and constant pragmatic practical on the ground (ie on the 
Highway) driver training to considerably enhance our efforts 
with respect to the all important issue of Driver Training.  
As our operation expands, the traffic on the Highlands and 
other Highways increases, the experience level of the drivers 
must also increase to match; and we are reacting very 
positively to this issue. We explain the latest in the progression 
of “iPi on Airvos”, our Port Moresby apartment complex,  
and then Maso Mangape my General Manager Transport 
details his latest success and the negotiation process toward 
securing the Esso Drilling contract for us. Our Catering 
Operations Manager, Paul Wilkie takes you on a journey 
through the details of a two day leadership forum held in 
Cairns for the senior members of our catering team, which 
was held ahead of the implementation of a Catering wide 
service improvement initiative under the guidance of General 
Manager Chris Moroney.

We now have our “war room’ in place for the GPS monitoring 
of our entire fleet and Greg Langley explains the workings of 
it for you. This is a system which is considered leading edge 
worldwide and we are proud to bring that leading edge and 
world’s best practice technology into our operation in Papua 
New Guinea for the benefit of ourselves our safety and the 
service of our clients. During the Quarter we completed the 
installation of our Voip phone network, and the upgrade 
of our Vsat communications network to the Cband system 
ensuring trouble free communication around the iPi Group 
on a self-contained and owned satellite linked system. We 
also upgraded our Mountain Lodge with a new multi channel 
TV system, and completed an equipment upgrade at that 
same facility. I’m in the final stages of concluding a forward 
hedging regime for our overseas purchasing in concert with 
Group CFO David Sneddon and early indicators are for  
quite reasonable efficiency upgrades and savings for us,  
and toward the end of the Quarter I prepare for the upcoming 
Australia PNG Business Forum and Trade Expo at which  
I’ve been fortunate enough to have been invited to speak.  
That will be something for the next issue of Insider and 
meanwhile I trust you enjoy the stories in this one.

Scott O’Reilly, CEO iPi Group 
Scott.OReilly@CEO.iPiGroup.com.pg

Scott with prize marlin
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To each and all in our Group,

Well, to state the obvious, we 

are very much into the year and 

on reflection of the results of the 

quarter just passed, it appears 

that once again, the year ahead 

is full of exciting opportunities and 

challenges for each and all of us. 

Welcome to our first edition of the 

iPi Group’s ‘insider’ 2012. I trust 

the read will be both informative and enjoyable. 

I had the good fortune of a brief but thoroughly relaxing break 

post the hectic activities of last year; this in early January with 

my wife Susan and many close boating friends (all up from 

Melbourne to the Gippsland Lakes in Victoria) but as we know, 

all good things come to a sudden end. Accordingly, at the 

close out of my break I flew back into Papua New Guinea 

armed and enthused with a very specific charter of work focus. 

Subsequently, the thrust of my projected activities were very 

much predetermined (and planned) so stepping off that footing 

and into the deep end was quite the boost. I can honestly 

suggest that I don’t think I have raised my head above water 

since. Fortunately all this preparatory work is necessary prior 

to handling new Contract obligations and the applicable Client 

wants and needs. Many hours of background work are deeply 

buried behind the successful outcomes of all new ventures.  

I’m sure you are all fully aware of that.

All Divisions of the iPi Group I am pleased to announce are 

extremely busy and very much gearing up for a massive year 

ahead. Our Transport people are coordinating the steady arrival 

of many millions of Kina worth of new trucks; prime movers 

and specialist rigid vehicles along with bulk fuel tankers and 

demountables. Couple all the aforementioned with the ancillary 

gear which hangs of that such as emergency response (ER) 

trailers, extra light vehicles, Mount Hagen workshop upgrades, 

the GPS Tracking system and Driver Training (more on those 

topics later in the ‘insider’) and we understand clearly where our 

Managers collective time is spent. InterOil Management have 

been the constant delight to work alongside in the build-up of 

extra ‘kit’ required for especially CBI-Clough and Esso Drilling 

all based in the Southern Highlands ex Mount Hagen. So too 

our PJV partners in both fuel haulage and bulk cement deliveries. 

Special thanks go out to InterOil and PJV Managers for their 

understanding, patience and efforts. Catering is going great 

guns and whilst much effort is always applied to our existing 

Clients Project sites further work is being done on other potential 

opportunities in country. In the meantime, training efforts and 

delivery are being applied across the board, QA Audits are on 

target and our Catering Project Managers are being exposed to 

a raft of various Project nuances.     

And so my journey into 2012 begins and whilst there is plenty  

of life and vigour behind my work, I can only but trust that you 

too receive from your daily activities the same sense of reward 

and accomplishment. 

Speaking of personal reward and accomplishment, I thought 

perhaps in my address to you, I should once again (and indeed 

suggesting from the heart), offer some work place motivation, 

guidance and direction. As I move in and around the Group 

and as I speak to individual people, observe their routines, 

chat to work groups, deal with line Managers and Supervisors 

and generally embed myself amongst the Divisional teams I 

cannot help but notice that in the main, we all focus on the job 

at hand-the particular activity that has us pre-occupied at the 

time. In saying that, I congratulate each and all on a job well 

done however, the dovetailing of our ‘combined’ activities and 

responsibilities is something else which matters immeasurably.

Allow me a moment of explanation or highlight if you will.  

As an example, I see a pair of diligent heavy diesel mechanics 

beavering away under a line haul prime mover in the Lae 

workshop and they appear to be doing all they can; this in 

concert with their skills, their talents, their experience and their 

directions given by their immediate Supervisor. All good there 

I say yet, if their work was not suitably supported by a well-

stocked spare parts store and that spare parts store had not been 

supported by our Inventory Controller, our Purchasing people, 

our Accounts Payable staff just to mention a few important links, 

the mechanics could not produce the required output; they could 

not achieve their work objectives. For the want of discussion, let 

us say that a critical truck mechanical component is out of stock.

So how does this impact along the rest of the Transport 

organisation and functionality? Quite simple really, the prime 

mover’s repair-servicing is delayed, the prime mover becomes 

unavailable for Operations to access, Operations have one less 

prime mover at their disposal, we have one less truck slotted into 

the fleet and accordingly there is one missed load moving up 

the Highlands Highway. There is one highway driver not doing 

what he ought to be doing and that is piloting a million plus Kina 

rig toward a Client Depot delivering exactly the product we-

Peter Long, Business 
Development Manager

From the Group Business Development Desk
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Mountain Transport is required to do. Our Client misses a critical 

delivery, our company reputation is damaged, our Operational 

Management Team is not only in a recovery mode through 

rescheduling and reprioritising loads but equally apologising to our 

highly valued Client. Further, as an organisation; as a business we 

suffer economically as our planned or derived income is reduced.

I’ve broadly described a domino effect, this where one factor 

impacts right down the line. In this simple example, a spare part 

with a minor value but because of its immediate unavailability, 

impacts the total Transport operation worth hundreds of 

thousands of Kina. In the end, our Client is negatively affected 

(this of course my immediate concern and worry) and iPi 

Transport loses money. 

My point above is to highlight the associated links and the bonds 

between and across the whole operation. If there is a weak link, 

the total operation suffers and yet, individually we continue to 

work away concentrating on our tasks at hand not fully realising 

the negative impact a single part of our process may have. The 

question we all must have in the back of our minds always is this, 

if my work is not completed in a timely, proper, professional and 

thorough manner, what will this mean to our business? If we all 

are clearly and consciously aware of the end net effect our job 

roles have on our business, it may positively assist in making our 

processes more efficient and reflective of the proactive attitude 

we take and promote. 

So, regardless of your employment role across the iPi Group 

of Companies, I urge you to be diligent, focused, dedicated 

and effective. You are critical and important; your role is much 

needed and highly valued. Your skills and knowledge are both 

key and central.        

Having uttered those comments and private reflections, 

you perhaps can now see why we are so protective of our 

professional reputation and of our Corporate Brand. Our Clients 

are our lifeblood; our Clients are what drive us to perform beyond 

expectation, our Clients are the very essence of why we do what 

we do and it is on our performance is how we are judged. 

I take great pleasure in jotting down some remarks; these to  

share with you all each quarter and by way of the ‘insider’.  

We are all proud to be part of the iPi Brand and having the 

iPi logo on my work uniform is something I take great pride in 

wearing, promoting, supporting and advertising. It is terrific 

sharing stories of new things which are happening in and 

around the Group, singing the praises of work we are involved 

in, acknowledging all the good things we do for our Clients, 

our employees, the communities in which we work, the new 

opportunities we are seeking, the establishment of further long 

term relationships with our existing and highly valued Client base 

and further, offering snippets of social information which offer 

the platform for ongoing comment and discussion. To be fair 

though, we equally must acknowledge that not all of our work 

is easy and routine. In fact not much of our daily charter comes 

anywhere near that description. More so we are challenged by  

a raft of factors which impact significantly on smooth operations.

Papua New Guinea is a country which offers a diverse range 

of wonderful opportunities but in doing so raises the bar on 

whether a business can outperform the myriad of obstacles and 

hurdles thrown up along the way. I take special note of Project 

frustrations, limitations, restrictions, bottle necks and general 

speed bumps set before us. It takes a special and quite unique 

mindset to work ones way through or around these difficulties. 

I’m proud to articulate that our Leadership Team and our line 

Managers collectively see clearly the humps before us and the 

plotting and planning done prior to Project execution usually 

highlights these well before they are experienced; that we avoid 

the pitfalls and troughs by careful and well thought through 

predetermination. Unfortunately, no matter how much planning 

is set in place, we do, like all other companies working in 

PNG, suffer periodic setbacks. Poor highway conditions and 

road collapses hurt us badly, civil unrest and disproportionate 

compensation claims set us back, in-country communications is 

unsatisfactory at best, wharf congestions and clearance times 

not good, supplier lags and a general shortage of skilled staff 

in many disciplines equally affect our business performances. 

Perhaps in 2012 we strictly concentrate on all issues we have 

direct control of but importantly we allow ourselves a moment 

of quiet reflection; this to understand how all our job roles and 

functions inter-relate to each other and how the cross pollination 

or migration of the same contributes to the success (or otherwise) 

of our business activities. As mentioned previously, it is a mindset 

and a special skill we all should develop along the way.  

I’d encourage each and everyone to do so. 

Please, enjoy the read, stay safe, work safe, be safe and we’ll 

talk again.   

Cheers, 

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg
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On Good Friday, Greg Langley and I boarded a plane out 

of Nadzab, Lae bound for Port Moresby; from there a quick 

connection onto the Rabaul Flight and finally a relax prior to 

landing at Tokua Airport. Yes, we were off to join the many  

keen competitors in the 37th PNG Game Fishing Titles hosted  

by the New Britain Game Fishing Club and all this on the 

invitation of InterOil Products Limited. Indeed, Greg and I were  

to join Phil and Marg Chappell from Mainland Holdings for a 

day of adventure wallowing around in some beautifully deep 

blue water off Rabaul.

Our host for the Saturday, skipper, trainer, mentor, advisor and 

on-board fishing expert was no less than Kerry Symes and 

singularly the most patient fisherman I have met. Having spent 

the previous evening at the Rapopo Resort swapping stories of 

our combined lack of fishing prowess with Peter and Debora 

Diezmann, Phil and Marg, Jerry Allen and a host of friends and 

acquaintances all of whom just dropped by, we bunked down 

for an early night’s sleep. Being collected at 0600hrs for the 

40 minute journey to the Rabaul Game Fishing Club I thought 

somewhat of an early morning but apparently, the serious 

fisherman were already out on the water, lures in. 

So, after a breakfast fit for champions, we boarded the tender 

for the short hop out to Malolo, the beautifully appointed Noosa 

Cat resplendently kitted out with a tackle shop full of fishing gear. 

Kerry after fuelling the vessel then headed out to ‘the spot’ which 

on the day, would prove to be the most advantageous for Blue 

Marlin. Nothing like being mesmerised for 45 minutes gazing at 

the wake of a boat powered by twin 225 two stroke Yamaha’s 

on the way out.

And so our fishing commenced at a gentlemanly hour; we trolled 

having of course allowed Kerry the honour of showing us all how 

to set the lures and importantly, the teaser. The latter fascinated 

me all day. 

Beginners luck people may say but no, Phil had the chair and at 

0940hrs, his line was screaming out and down. Phil had hooked 

a Blue Marlin and I confess, all hearts were pounding not just his. 

Indeed, it was Phil’s first Marlin. The next 40 minutes were filled 

with quiet and tempered Kerry Symes instruction, lots of smiling, 

much deep breathing, moments of catching one’s breathe, 

endless bottles of water delivered to Phil, a camera shot or two, 

the tag pole armed and finally, the magnificent 100kg Marlin 

A Speacil Invitation
Phil Chappell and Greg Langley
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laid up beside Malolo. The fish was tagged, unhooked, gently 

massaged back into condition, photos taken and then released 

with I suggest, much dignity... befitting of the fighter who indeed 

broke the back of Phil. 

Lines were reset, cameras put to rest, Kerry back at the helm and 

we all watched Phil gasping for air, reaching for his Ventalin and 

his first beer consumed; all this in celebration of a moment in time 

that will not be forgotten by all on board. 

The remainder of the day saw us hook up twice more and on 

each occasion Greg was the man destined to land the next  

Blue Marlin. Sadly, his first strike ended in tears as the fish 

decided rather quickly that it would aim itself directly at the boat 

and swim three times as fast too much slack line and gone, the 

hook tossed. The final hook-up unfortunately witnessed equipment 

failure and a beautiful Blue Marlin was last seen tail-walking 

some 500 metres, not all happy with a mouthful of metal,  

towards the direction of Japan !!!

We suffered not a single disappointment. The day was a  

stunning experience for all on-board. We saw magnificent  

off shore scenes of dolphins, bird life, a Marlin being tagged 

and importantly we were delighted in the many fishing tutorials 

delivered so enthusiastically by Kerry. Indeed, a day of learning 

and bewilderment.

The journey back to the Club House at the closure of our fishing 

session capped it all off. Malolo sat trimmed and steady on a 

good 40 plus knots. As a boater I’d perhaps better describe 

the homeward passage done at ‘full noise’; wide open throttles 

making way for a new hair style. I’m still smiling.

Heavy rain that evening unfortunately cut short our afterhours 

chats with a number of other fishing teams and boat crews 

however, sleep that night was never better. Whilst Greg and I 

returned on Easter Sunday, back into Lae and poised for our 

work responsibilities, I now understand the thrill and excitement 

fisherman gain from the experience. As a close friend described 

my day out on the water Peter, you have gone across to the 

other side !!! I wonder whether I could take fishing up as a sport 

having now been spoilt by the Rabaul journey? That could well 

be another story.

A special thanks to Peter Diezmann, Kerry Symes, Jerry Allen  

and the InterOil Team who supplied Greg and I with hospitality 

totally unexpected.

Peter Long, Business Development Manager 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

Kerry Symes releasing the 100kg blue marlin

Peter Long and Greg Langley
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iPi Catering

ISO 9001-2008 Quality Assurance
At iPi Catering, one of our most impressive industry benchmarks 

is not only our quest for each Project site to gain ISO 9001-2008 

Quality Assurance Certification and the HACCP Accreditation 

but equally that of retaining the same post each external 

independeant Audit.

We are proud that we have a cluster of highly charged and 

enthusisatic Managers all of whom recognise and value the 

importance and worth of our ISO qualifications. Long gone are 

the days where Certification such as this was Client driven and 

often not through the want of understanding the necessity for 

such but more so just as nice to have. The Client felt comfortable 

that independeantly Contractors in the Catering and Fodservice 

industry were externally judged on systems, processes and 

procedures. These days, it is more a proactive measure on our 

behalf that as part of the delivery of daily Catering requirements 

to our highly valued Clients, we institute the processes and 

governance of ISO Certification.

Some may question why we invest the significant expenditure 

on the Qualification. In short the answer is easy. We have an 

obligation to test and measure our performances, our standards, 

our systems and our processes and in doing so, we wish to offer 

and or share the apt verification of the same. To have external, 

independent, highly qualified auditors wander through each of 

our sites at regular intervals throughout the year and speak to our 

people; our employees at all levels of the organisation offers us the 

transparency and benchmarks applicable to the ISO Standards.

Speaking with potential Clients it is often a Qualification that 

whilst they are very much aware of the standard, don’t necessarily 

require the application. Internally however we have quite a 

different view. Our belief is that for iPi Catering to stand above 

often less than satificatory performances of others in country our 

commercial achievements must come off an industry standard;  

one which is measurable, known, recognised and accepted as 

being of worth.

Chris Moroney, General Manager, iPi Catering says that 

underpinning our Project performances by way of ISO 9001-

2008 Quality Assurance Certification offers our Clients comfort 

and knowledge that iPi Catering strives for no less than world 

standards in all that we deliver. Having new Clients understand 

that partnering iPi Catering ISO Cerification comes with and as 

part of our Project services. We are renowned for not discounting 

on quality and that is a two edge sword, we will not lessen the 

quality of catering and foodservice standards nor will we lessen 

our systems of governance and compliance. We sit comfortably 

with that Policy. In summary Chris suggests that for equally  

iPi Catering and our Clients, is not whether we can afford 

ISO 9001-2008 Quality Assurance Certification and HACCP 

Accreditation on our individual Projects, it is whether we can afford 

not to have it. Compromising our commercial standards is not 

something we’ll do. We’ll not entertain the ordinary and we do  

not aim for mediocrity.

Having all our people standing by that benchmark is important. 

Ross Stormont, Quality Assurance Manager,  

iPi Catering  

Ross.Stormont@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg

www.jaz-anz.com.au/register

Ross Stormont
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Most of us in the iPi Group have not had the good fortune of 

meeting a gentleman by the name of Kerry Symes however Kerry 

is a fellow who plays a significant and pivotal role in our daily fuel 

haulage-transport output responsibilities. Kerry works for InterOil 

Products Limited and steers all issues in relation to our Contractual 

responsibilities by way of Client stewardship on all things IPL Fuel. 

It is Kerry who refers to highway trucks and tankers as ’kit’. I’ve 

now become quite taken by the term and have slotted into using 

the same description of our new gear sorry, ‘kit’. Thanks Kerry it is 

now habitual and locked in; it is part of our transport terminology.

So as of late 2011 and into the early part of 2012, the Lae  

based Transport Team under the strictly gaze of Daryl Diehl  

(Fleet Maintenance Manager) have watched many new pieces  

of haulage equipment come rolling through the front gates 

destined for use-allocation to the many components of our IPL 

works. Not only is there extra capacity required for line haul bulk 

fuel haulage Lae through to both Goroka and Mount Hagen but 

equally that of loads through from Mount Hagen to Hides in the 

Southern Highlands. Daryl has coordinated the additional ‘kit’ with 

and through our suppliers; all this in conjunction with Kerry at IPL. 

Accordingly we have seen a number of Kenworth and Hino Prime 

Movers slot their way into our Fleet. We have watched many new 

bulk tankers come off the Lae Wharf and be delivered to our  

10 Mile facility. We have seen a steady procession of Mercedes 

(specialist) Rigid trucks appear. We have viewed the Hino Twin 

Steer Rigids roll through. We are eagerly awaiting new Mack-

Renault (specialist) Rigids to materialise. 

The new equipment is aimed at lifting the volumes of fuel required 

ex Mount Hagen and in the main, mostly destined for the 

ExxonMobil PNG LNG Project in the Southern Highlands. In our 

last edition of the ‘insider’ you would have read all about the news 

of our CBI Clough Fuel Cartage Contract and further to all this,  

we now proudly boast a partnership with IPL for the haulage  

of Esso Drilling Fuel interestingly enough, also destined for the 

same Hides 4 Fuel Farm. Some 6 Rigid vehicles will ultimately  

be dedicated to CBI Clough haulage needs and a further  

12 allocated to the Esso Drilling responsibilities.

Whilst the bulk tankers come off the Wharf and then initially 

inspected by IPL representatives, they all but are put to work 

immediately. The Prime Movers and (specialist) Rigids however 

require a time in our own workshops (post-delivery) for the  

final polish that is injected internally. Daryl and his team often  

have to retro-fit some additional items such as larger fuel tanks,  

mesh screens, add extinguishers, fit some strengthening aspects 

and generally make sure that the vehicles are right to go; that  

they are absolutely compliant with not only our strict measures  

of standards and specifications but equally that of our Clients site 

requirements. Once final internal and external inspections are 

carried out, they too hit the road. We need the wheels turning. 

Over the next month or so you will notice in and around Mount 

Hagen a number of extra but like highly visible iPi Transport fuel 

haulage vehicles traversing the highway into and out of town.  

We do take great pride in seeing our fleet along the roads ex  

Lae and through to the remote parts of the Southern Highlands 

and the Enga Provinces. 

Please, keep a close watch out for the new ‘kit’ as it comes on line. 

Let us all know what you think; we appreciate the feedback. 

Maso Mangape, General Manager, iPi Transport

Maso.Mangape@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Transport

new ‘Kit’

New bulk fuel tankers
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As the years progress, the trading Divisions of the iPi Group grow 

and as such, there is a heavier lean toward the acquisition of 

extra equipment and ancillary gear. Included in all of this is not 

only the attention paid to our Fleet Replacement Program but 

additional vehicle requirements across the Group.

Late first quarter 2012 saw many light vehicles being upgraded 

and or replaced. Ela Motors of course continues to work closely 

with the iPi Group; this through iPi Transport (Workshops) which 

has the task of coordinating the light vehicle fleet across the 

Group. Our ‘Workshop’ is insistent that each vehicle is spec’d 

alike and in doing so, they will only allow slight tolerance 

and this in accordance to any specific Mine Site or Client 

requirements which are over and above the stringent measures 

we place on our vehicle needs.

Accordingly, vehicle manufacture model is noted, engine 

specification listed, colour and iPi Group branding coordination 

is executed, wheel and tyre modifications highlighted along with 

whether or not mesh screens, bull bars, driving-fog lights added, 

flashing-strobing roof mounted yellow lights are fitted, extra spare 

wheels, modified rear bars, upgraded suspension and extra 

fuel capacity is required. Add to all this, fire extinguishers and 

medical-first aid kits, perhaps emergency spare packs inclusive 

of torches, batteries, phone cards, tools, belts and hoses, fuses, 

water bottle holders, etc plus two way radios, GPS tracking gear 

and dare we mention it, stereo systems for the long drives. 

Light vehicles are an expensive business necessity and as a 

general rule, each vehicle is allocated to a custodian who in as 

much has the responsibility of care and maintenance however 

many vehicles are required to be either jointly shared or used 

as part of a team environment. It is the latter which causes some 

concern as ‘ownership’ is often not embraced in the manner 

desired. It is on this note that we highlight to all drivers of iPi 

Group vehicles that they must respect the vehicle they are using. 

We request that driver log books are filled out accurately, that 

fuel is conserved and protected, that the vehicle is driven and 

handled in a responsible manner, that the vehicle is operated in 

a safe and responsible way, that unauthorised passengers are 

not permitted to come on board, that the applicable licensing 

and testing is carried at all times and that all applicable 

registration documents and safety stickers inclusive of Mine 

Site access passes are current and well-clearly displayed. 

If permission to access and use a vehicle is required from a 

supervisor or Manager then the due and proper process must be 

undertaken prior to use. Finally, each of us who drive a vehicle 

must undertake a reporting function; this where in each and 

every case we think the vehicle is not functioning correctly or 

performing at it should. This includes highlighting defects, bumps, 

nicks or scratches, incidents, unsafe acts of others, vehicles being 

seen used out of hours, passengers riding in the rear of utilities, 

vehicles being parked in unauthorised zones and or vehicles 

being mistreated in any manner.

Light vehicles are highly visible signs of the iPi Group’s presence 

over a wide range of territories and as such, negative feedback 

on the way in which our vehicles are seen to be used reflects 

badly on the iPi Group. Besides unnecessary money having to be 

spent on unnecessary repairs and maintenance, we’ll suffer many 

hours of downtime given vehicles in workshops though abuse and 

poor handling-treatment. It is timely that readers of the ‘insider’ 

are aware of the need to drive light vehicles as if they were 

your own means of transport. Perhaps we all should take more 

of an ‘ownership’ view when next we have the good fortune of 

accessing a company vehicle. 

Daryl Diehl, Fleet Maintenance Manager, iPi Transport  

Daryl.Diehl@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg

iPi Group 

‘Light Vehicle Replacement’ Time

The new iPi Catering Porgera bound vehicles
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Our Corporate and Trading Division commitment to training 

remains uncompromised. Whilst many of our readers of the 

‘insider’ are acutely aware that Driver Training has always and 

long been a priority; this initially championed by Daryl Diehl and 

his team and many years ago, I have had the pleasure of aiding 

and assisting those initial innovative challenges by injecting external 

and highly qualified Driver Trainers into our daily operations. 

iPi Transport has had many good and decent Driver Trainers 

employed internally and the job they undertake is tough, robust yet 

potentially highly rewarding. Adding to the successes of the Driver 

Training initiatives already delivered, we have taken the view that 

enhanced opportunities of training and across the full spectrum of 

our driver compliment must be stepped up a peg or two. 

We welcome Mr David Stewart into the fold.

David has arrived from New Zealand bringing with him an 

extensive and highly credentialed transport industry background 

of Oil Industry Driver Training history. David has a training 

charter which is detailed, specific and geared toward further 

upgrades of driver skill and competencies. David’s role is very 

much multifaceted. His Driver Training program is extensive and 

comprehensive and is being offered to all our local depot drivers, 

our town drivers, our short haul and long haul highway drivers 

both existing and new employees. 

Early issues-tasks involve a compilation of existing driver 

competencies or a skills analysis report. From there David delivers 

sessions of theory information and that information dovetailed 

with combined practical driver training. 

Each yard or depot driver will have access to David and very 

much a ‘hands on’ approach will be taken by David during his 

training tenure. Assessments will be carried out and practical 

training followed by skills testing will be the norm. Town drivers 

will follow a similar program and so too the highway sector 

drivers; Lae-Goroka, Lae-Hagen, Hagen-Porgera, Hagen-Tari/

Southern Highlands will have in the passenger seat of their prime 

mover cabs David advising their every move. 

David and his other trainers (2 more to come on line later this 

quarter) will spilt their time in and amongst our drivers. Given 

the very nature of where our trucks traverse along the Highlands 

Highway, it is vital that training is geared towards and applicable 

to the issues and nuances experienced as part of that job role on 

those sectors. The Highlands Highway will become the practical 

training ground just as it ought to be. No point practicing football 

on a squash court!!!

In the main, safe driving practices will govern all training criteria 

however it is enhanced skill upgrades that we are equally 

seeking. We wish to have our drivers the most highly trained and 

the most highly competent on the road. Driving a heavy haulage 

truck loaded with Dangerous Goods is one thing but coping 

professionally with the differences in alternate truck brands, 

engines types, power ranges, transmission configurations,  

drive train componentry and oddities between Australian, 

Japanese and European vehicles is the principle factor behind 

offering our drivers the training opportunity currently being 

delivered. Having the breath of skills to slot into one truck type 

one day then operate effectively a different model the next is 

almost like flying an F100 today followed by a Dash 8 aircraft 

the next... sure, both described as planes but hey, little similarity 

on piloting technique so too our fleet of trucks; there is a need for 

differing driving techniques and vehicle handling.  

We wish David all the very best. Thus far he has taken to his tasks 

with great enthusiasm and having driven the Highlands Highway 

now many times since arriving, David is still taken back by the 

conditions experienced. All in a day’s work says our new Kiwi 

trainer; there is a high respect for iPi Transport’s drivers and at 

all levels however having the opportunity to teach, educate, train 

and mentor the blokes out there in the bright blue and silver cabs 

is my pleasure. I trust my work and involvement will assist in many 

things for the drivers, better and more competent driving skills,  

a deeper understanding of the vehicles we are driving,  

a clearer view on safety and journey management, a more 

focused attention to road conditions and how these effect 

performance of the truck and driver, few if any accidents, better 

looping times, more efficient use of vehicles, less maintenance 

issues, less breakdowns, a greater respect for company assets 

and finally, a working environment which allows me as a driver to 

better my own suite of skill sets. 

Thanks David for 

joining the team,  

the winning team.

Greg Langley, 

Fleet Transport 

and Logistics 

Manager, iPi 

Tranport 

Greg.Langley@

AL.iPiGroup.com.pg 

iPi Transport

Enhanced Driver Training Comes on Line

David Stewart, iPi Transport Driver Trainer
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iPi Group

Airvos Apartments in Port Moresby
Many of you within the Group slot through a polite enquiry every now 

and again as to how the building progress is tracking long down there 

in our Nation’s Capital and of course, all this pointedly to do with the 

luxury Airvos Apartment complex. Indeed we welcome the questions 

and interest as this investment is a significant and strategic one for 

iPi Group. It is equally both exciting and unique. Unquestionably the 

Airvos Apartments will become a stand out landmark in Port Moresby. 

All appears to be absolutely on schedule so says Mr Bill Sweet, 

Managing Director of Digara Construction Services. Bill’s comments 

go further where he says that for Digara, the award of building-

construction of the iPi Group’s Apartment complex was and remains 

a proud moment for the Digara team. Being involved in the high end 

and highly visible property development in Port Moresby is rewarding 

enough however working through the first stage of early earthworks-

civil works and this coming to an end and now ‘things’ appearing out  

of the ground is a great feeling. 

Bill is highly confident that his dedicated team of building professionals 

will continue to work within the project schedules and that offers the  

iPi Group great comfort. Scott O’Reilly, the iPi Group’s CEO who 

remains in constant contact with the Project Architects, Bill and his team 

along with all the ancillary personnel dedicated to the construction and 

final fit-out says that he too is delighted with the construction progress. 

Scott remarks that serious time has been allocated to the Project 

Management and all indicators to date show that the final product 

will be one of extreme quality, absolute attention to detail, fastidiously 

appointed and singularly one of the most impressive buildings in Port 

Moresby. Having the iPi Group’s name attached to this development 

is again a very significant demonstration of our willingness to invest in 

Papua New Guinea; it shows the level of confidence we have in not 

only the economic future of PNG but importantly, our long term future. 

Already there is great interest in the Apartments; all 23. A range of 

locally based and overseas business enterprises have expressed their 

keen interest in long term leasing arrangements and through our Agent, 

these responses have been taken on board.

Airvos is a development we are proud of and to that end, excitement 

regarding the final hand over is sometimes difficult to quell. In the 

meantime, construction works are on target, materials are being 

delivered without delay and the progress is right on schedule.

We’ll offer further news and updates in the next edition of the ‘insider’. 

Thank you for the enquiries to as how all is tracking. We trust that this 

bulletin offers you the news you have been seeking.

The Editor
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iPi Transport Partners InterOil – Esso Drilling  
on the ExxonMobil (PnG LnG) Project
Once again it is with great pleasure that we announce to you all, 

iPi Transport has formally moved into yet another exciting phase 

in our long term and highly valued partnership InterOil Products 

Limited; this to supply the Fuel Haulage needs of Esso Drilling 

as part of the ExxonMobil (PNG LNG) Project situated at Hides 

4 in the Southern Highlands Province. Whilst the Esso Drilling 

program has commenced slowly and is perhaps a little behind 

the original schedule, Esso Drilling’s diesel fuel requirement 

over the next three years is unquestionably substantial. The 

expectation is in the range of some many millions of litres of 

diesel fuel for the Project execution. 

iPi Transport initially commenced the Esso Drilling fuel cartage in 

a modest fashion and in loads of 20,000 litre lots (late 2011). 

The first quarter of 2012 has seen a reasonable lift in Project 

off-takes but the expectation of capacity haulage is not going to 

be seen until midway this year at best. It has been a fascinating 

journey working in conjunction with the Senior Management of 

IPL along with the Esso Drilling Project Managers, the latter all 

initially ex Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Many conference calls 

were held, a number meetings staged in Melbourne, Brisbane 

and Port Moresby along with many sessions of planning ex 11 

Mile Lae. The process has been in play now for nearly two years 

so perhaps you can see that behind a successful Project outcome, 

much dialogue happens well before a sign-off. 

Esso Drilling, like all ExxonMobil related Projects has very  

strict criteria relating to the works undertaken by Contractors.  

There is serious attention paid to safety, safety management,  

risk assessment, journey management, Dangerous Goods transport 

compliance, Quality Assurance-process/procedures verification/s 

and Project reporting to name just a few. Our Transport 

Management Team has devoted many man-hours to organising 

and managing the Project reporting functions and again, most of 

us do not notice the volume of work done in the preliminary build-

up of this. It is at this moment special and professional thanks ought 

to be extended by myself to Daryl Diehl, Amos Yapo and Greg 

Langley along with the dedicated efforts of Shena Bok and his 

Accounting team all of whom worked together and as one to bring 

the opportunity to fruition. Scott, thanks to you for also allowing us 

the tolerance of time and travel plus the final sign-off making way 

for the new equipment to be spec’d, procured and delivered.

We will have ultimately 12 dedicated Mack Renault multi axle, 

specialist and Hino twin steer rigid vehicles allocated-dedicated 

to the Esso Drilling project all carrying 25,000 litre demountable 

tanks. The Esso Drilling support volumes ex Lae through to Mount 

Hagen will come via 3 additional line haul bulk tankers with 

Hino Prime Movers. Tieman Tanks ex Melbourne has built our 

tanks and given the additional specifications required by Daryl 

on the same, Tieman’s have again delivered a first class product; 

one which we are proud to carry as part of our stable of highly 

specialised gear. The Esso Drilling vehicles will be based at our 

Mount Hagen Depot with enhanced support workshop facilities 

and emergency response trailers additional. Further to all this, 

each additional vehicle added to the Fleet will be fitted with 

the very latest GPS tracking-communications gear and Harold 

Richardson and his Fleetmaster IT team are most keen to get their 

hands on each piece of equipment as it appears. 

At this juncture, we are delighted to announce that David 

McKenzie will be once again re-joining the Mount Hagen iPi 

Transport Team and as part of David’s overall charter, he will 

be stewarding the Esso Drilling Project performance under 

the leadership and tutelage of Greg Langley (in Lae) and all 

this in conjunction with the CBI Clough Fuel Haulage Project 

responsibilities. Indeed, both Bill Clift and David along with their 

HGN based team will have their hands full in more ways than one. 

We are eagerly looking forward to all the new vehicles coming 

on line early second quarter 2012 and for these to be placed in 

immediate ‘go’ mode. 

The iPi Group wishes to acknowledge the dedicated efforts  

of Peter Diezmann, Don Lewthwaite and Kerry Symes.  

These gentlemen have consistently and diligently lent expertise, 

encouragement, advice and guidance to both Esso Drilling 

Management and us. Many thanks Peter, Don and Kerry.

Maso Mangape, General Manager, iPi Transport

Maso.Mangape@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg
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The iPi Catering Leadership Group (from all Project sites and 

Head Office) met as a collective team in Cairns on the 23rd  

and 24th of March; the agenda detailed and specific.

In attendance were:

Chris Moroney, General Manager

Paul Wilkie, Operations Manager

Ross Stormont, Quality Assurance Manager

Danny Ward, Training Manager

Callum McKinnon, Project Manager

Dennis Sparks, Project Manager

Jimmy Kiap, Project Manager

Carlo Rosa, Assistant Project Manager

Peter Denmead, Assistant Project Manager

Michael Nietschke, Financial Controller

Julie Sema, Assistant Financial Controller 

Chris Moroney, GM introduced the two day forum and outlined 

the agenda whilst welcoming all participants to the gathering. 

Chris said that there were many issues and opportunities to both 

discuss and review and further, future planning and development 

ranked high up on the overall topic list. Chris thanked all 

participants for their attendance and specifically welcomed the 

involvement of our senior Accounting Team. 

The forum then proceeded into sessions of Project (site) reporting 

and reviews. It was here that Chris, Michael and Julie took much 

of the stage time. Once the reporting overviews were concluded 

the next session focused on Finance and Finance issues. Again it 

was Chris, Michael and Julie who lead the discussions  

and presentations. 

After a lunch break it was time to reassemble and briefly 

review the outcomes, solutions and suggestions tabled during 

the morning’s debates and presentations. The forum then 

concentrated on individual Project Budgets, projections and the 

issuing of the same to all applicable Managers. These were then 

dissected, reviewed, updated and polished. The afternoon was 

dedicated to a full articulation of Project Budgets and the detail 

behind such. The group welcomed the expertise and enthusiasm 

of both Michael and Julie; along with their background 

explanations of the specifics and particulars. All feedback 

resoundingly suggested a positive and eventful afternoon of 

‘numbers’ review. 

We believe the evening witnessed all forum participants enjoying 

a pleasant meal together and along with a highly charged social 

chat with the latter much of course derived from the days sessions 

just concluded. Obviously the material reviewed during the day 

created some enthusiasm within the group!!!

The following day, post a hearty breakfast saw each Project 

Manager present to the leadership team a 15 minute power point 

presentation based on activities applicable to their particular site. 

Most interesting it was to watch and observe the interaction and 

information sharing between the Project Managers. Again, it was 

a brilliant session with many solutions being tabled.

iPi Catering

Senior Catering Project Managers –  
Leadership Team Forum
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The next agenda item was multifaceted and involved the 

complexities and detail along the lines of Catering:

•	 Supply,	Purchasing	and	Site	Ordering	

•	 Purchasing	Policy

•	 Stock	Control	and	Control	Policy	and

•	 Warehousing

This session was led by myself but was more an open session 

whereby all Managers could add, inject, build upon and 

comment on the above subject areas-topics. So too was the 

pleasing outcomes and solutions tabled at the end. 

Chris then held the floor and introduced the team to issues in 

relation to overall communications (internal and external) and  

this in reference to each site and the specifics in regard to  

Client wishes and requirements. Of course all sites have their  

own particulars and reporting specifics and these were 

articulated by Chris to his Managers collectively. This session  

was most rewarding.

The next hour was dedicated to both Quality Assurance reviews 

and training updates. Ross and Danny respectively spoke to 

the group and presented their PPP’s and added additional and 

further information come question time. There was some terrific 

interaction and feedback accordingly. It has been reported back 

that Danny interestingly enough, kept to his allocated speaking 

time; we all know that offer Danny an audience and one 

eventually has to draw the curtain otherwise, the gent can talk!!!

The final period of the two day forum was allocated to general 

Human Resources issues and updates but importantly the session 

also focused on our high performing local employees and 

equally our Junior Management Development Program. The 

opportunity for collective input was offered and many positive 

and proactive suggestions flowed. They have all been noted and 

many already instigated.

The two day forum was indeed a success and all participants 

came away with much more knowledge and a clearer focus;  

all this on targets, budgets, systems and processes. The Catering 

Leadership Team added much collective value and accordingly 

has viewed this get together as a very positive move forward.  

The ability or opportunity to share information with other 

Managers is a must. Our thanks go to Chris and his Finance 

Team for the dedication and effort displayed. 

Paul Wilkie, Operations Manager , iPi Catering 

Paul.Wilkie@iPiGroup.com.pg
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We are proud to offer all readers of the ‘insider’ a further update 

on iPi Transport’s GPS Tracking System; singularly the most 

modern and advanced system of fleet management operating  

in Papua New Guinea.

As the system has grown and evolved over the past six months 

we are now positioned to suggest that full implementation has 

now been reached. Very few trucks and light vehicles are yet to 

be connected and those which are currently eluding us will be 

added within the next few weeks. In saying that, the additional 

vehicles are actually that; new vehicles which are having the  

final modifications and adjustments done prior to operational 

release into the fleet.

We congratulate Harold Richardson (Managing Director) and 

his Petro Master Systems-Master Systems Technology team of 

IT experts. Watching Harold work is an inspiration but having 

him devote an hour or so in the training and understanding of 

what this tracking system is capable of is quite breathtaking and 

indeed mesmerising. Harold knows his stuff and lives for the 

implementation of the same. Harold has his team of monitors 

stationed 24 hours a day at our ‘command centre’ 10 Mile,  

Lae watching, recording, reporting and managing the movement 

of vehicles and in doing so, his people are capturing all the 

oddities and out-of-ordinary factors which negatively influence 

the smooth running and efficiencies of our trucking fleet. If you 

recall the outline of the systems’ capabilities listed in the previous 

edition of the ‘insider’ you’ll have a detailed understanding of 

what the tracking system is designed to do. We all thought we 

had a pretty clear understanding of just what the system would 

offer but having been through a one on one training session with 

Harold, we are all collectively and individually amazed at how 

timely and accurate the reporting function is.

Our primary aim is to monitor all trucking movement to ensure 

a safe and smooth passage from one point through to another. 

We equally want to ensure that our drivers know and understand 

that their safety and well-being is paramount. Being able to 

communicate directly with our drivers allows for timely alerts 

and warning notifications and these extend through to engine 

management systems, heavy braking, harsh cornering, driving/

free-wheeling in neutral, harsh acceleration, excessive speeding 

or stopping in areas designated as being unsafe or not preferred. 

Speed is recorded and journey times logged and in achieving 

those outcomes, Depots are pre-alerted to the pending arrivals 

and arrival times of trucks; this for timely discharge of bulk fuels 

or immediate servicing of vehicles and tankers or perhaps even 

for the handover of the vehicle so that another fresh and rested 

driver can take the reins and journey through the next sector. 

One great innovation is the ability to ‘geo-fence’ sections of say 

in this example, the 10 Mile Lae Depot. The system can split out 

the ready line, the go line, the workshop area, the wash bay,  

the refuelling location and by doing so, can record and log 

whether equipment is available for immediate use or whether 

there will be a lag in access of the said equipment and therefore 

an unavailability or potential swap to either another prime mover  

or bulk tanker. Benefit jointly to our workshop and operations 

team is enjoyed. Ease in the transmission of detail and data is 

highly evident. 

Reporting is a dream. In the unfortunate event of an incident 

involving one of our vehicles the logged data on that vehicle 

available prior to the incident is unquestionably highly valuable 

and enlightening. 

There are many people to thank for the drive behind the 

installation of and access to the fleet monitoring system.  

Daryl Diehl has supported the measures for many years, 

operations has required the assistance of a devoted and 

dedicated third party to deliver the much needed reporting, 

logistics now lean upon the systems status updates and the 

workshops can now better plan for new arrivals of highway 

gear directly into their custody but to name only a few positive 

benefits. Our CEO has fully supported the innovation and has 

championed the embrace of technology. 

Whilst much of this high end technology has been in use in 

Europe, the USA, Australia and other countries around the 

world for many years, having access to the same in Papua New 

Guinea places us now on the world stage. We have broken the 

back of the naysayers who suggest it couldn’t be done, it will not 

work, it cannot be of any use, why would we bother as we have 

used radios for years as our primary method of communications 

with highway drivers and on it goes well, we suggest that to be 

leading edge one must embrace leading edge technology and 

by doing exactly that we are doing ourselves a positive and 

proactive service. Leading by example has its rewards. 

Greg Langley, Fleet Operations and Logistics Manager, 

iPi Transport

Greg.Langley@AL.iPiGroup.com.pg 

iPi Transport

Our Fleet (GPS) Tracking System
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There was view, a consensus perhaps better put that during the 

preparation of our final edition of the ‘insider’ 2011, we should 

include a social page for our readers. So for the first time we had 

the pleasure of highlighting the then wedding of Danny Ward, 

our iPi Catering Training Manager and this personal highlight;  

a moment in one’s life way back on October 15, 2011. You may 

recall that we mentioned Danny marrying a beautiful Chinese 

lady by the name of Susan Kaiyne Wang Yang now of course, 

Susan Ward how Aussie is that? Well, you equally may recall 

that Danny and Susan were to experience two more, yes, two 

more marriage ceremonies and both to be held in the city of 

Jiaxing, China.

Well, just to lend that air of trust; this in saying we’d do it, we  

now have the pleasure of adding some photos of wedding 

number two and wedding number three and all these taken as 

Danny and Susan Honeymooned in China November-December 

2011 post their wedding number one. Are you too confused?

Let’s keep this short congratulations Danny and Sue for the 

second and third time and please, if you expect any more 

‘insider’ coverage forget it.

The Editor 

iPi Group’s

Social Page

Danny & Susan Ward

Danny & Susan Ward

Wedding No. 2

Wedding 
No. 3

Congratulations to
Danny & Susan Ward on the arrival  

of their beautiful baby girl

Lillymace Wang Yang Ward

Born 18/04/12 at 0215hr 
51cm, 3068g



We cannot help but thank all the readers of the ‘insider’ who 

have submitted articles and photographs for inclusion in this 

edition. They are all very much appreciated and highly valued. 

Those of you who take the time to jot down a few notes make 

up the very fabric of our newsletter; you are the voice of 

the iPi Group and it is terrific to learn all that you are up to. 

Photography quite the art apparently and I know that I have 

a bother or two each and every time I point the lens towards 

something I believe is worth capturing as the photo usually turns 

out sideways, blurred or with heads cut off (or all three) however 

I have learnt to live with my shortcomings in this specialist field. 

Notwithstanding that, I’ll have a dip and I encourage everyone 

to do the same.

As we mention each time a release of the ‘insider’ comes off 

the printer, please continue to send through your stories and 

your photos. Our obligation is to include your thoughts, your 

suggestions, your hints and advice regardless of whether it is of 

a work nature, a family story, a community issue, a social note or 

just a funny thing you have heard or seen we are an open forum 

and happy to embrace all the good things that are happening 

around us. 

Off you go and have fun but stay safe doing so. And, we’ll hear 

back from you soon then?

As a reminder, best to send all information through Peter Long’s 

email address and he’ll pass them on to that absolute gentleman 

of a fellow we all know as the ‘Editor’. Some say he is a strikingly 

handsome bloke!!!

Look forward to hearing from you soon.

The Editor, C/O Peter Long 

Peter.Long@AD.iPiGroup.com.pg 

iPi Group’s ‘Insider’
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Faces of the iPi Group
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